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Abstract: 
 

In discussing poetry utilizing multiple languages, Zorić notes that “poetry of historical exile… 

represents the most likely context” [for] interlingual switches” (202) and analyzes this poetic in 

terms of Bakhtin’s heteroglossia. While Bakhtin’s ideas address linguistic variations more 

broadly — for example, "social dialects, [and] …languages of generations" (262) — the 

connection between the multiplicity of authorial voice and the exilic condition is long standing. 

As Said notes, the writer experiences a “contrapuntal” awareness of exile, where poetic 

expression “occur[s] against the memory of… another environment” (184). Though Bakhtin 

presents the novel as the pinnacle of heteroglossia (287), the exile poet’s sensitivity to exilic 

counterpoint brings her to exploit heteroglossia as well. 

 

Tsvetaeva’s “Poem of the City Gate” (1923) provides a heteroglossic expression of the 

contrapuntal nature of émigré life. The city gate, as a liminal space, acquires special meaning for 

an exile, as the structure of exile moves “from center to periphery, …where the conditions of 

experience are problematic” (Edwards, 17). For Tsvetaeva, however, liminal spaces represent 

both exile and creativity: she calls the city gate “the beginning of every limitlessness: of distance, 

of grief, of song….” (Svodnye tetradi, 290). “Poem of the City Gate” demonstrates this expanded 

creativity, juxtaposing different linguistic styles and registers and varying stanzaic and metrical 

structures. It thus diverges from most of Tsvetaeva’s 1920s lyrics, presenting a significant 

example of poetic heteroglossia. 

 

My paper will discuss Tsvetaeva’s use of varying linguistic registers and show that, with this 

variety of voices, she creates a space where poetry survives outside its standard romanticized 

ideal, which also secures a space for herself as an exile poet. 
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